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1. Five questions we ask about care
2. What is evidence?
3. What is good evidence?
4. How to respond to the charge

Five questions about your healthcare

• Is it safe?

• Does it work?

• Is it value for money?
• Is it acceptable?
• Is it fair?
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What is evidence in healthcare?

History of Evidence

• Past - Folk medicine

• Is it safe?

– Treatment

• Today - Evidence based medicine
– Disease + treatment

When we use data to
answer our questions

• Future - Personalised medicine

• Does it work?
• Is it value for money?
• Is it acceptable?
• Is it fair?

– Person + disease + treatment

Marbles in a bag

1. Five questions we ask about care

• I have a bag with 60 million marbles in it

2. What is evidence?

• A marble may be red, green or blue

3. What is good evidence?
4. How to respond to the charge

Marbles in a bag – Solution 1

• Pull out a fraction of the marbles and scale-up
– I pull out six marbles
– four are red, one is blue, one is green
– Scaling up by 10m gives … 40m red, 10m blue,
10m green ... making 60m in total

• Next time I repeat the experiment I pull out 6
blue marbles and get a very different answer!

• I want to know how many in the bag are red,
green or blue
• How do I do it?

Marbles in a bag

• So how many do I need to pull out to get an
accurate answer?
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

6
60
600
6000
60000
600000
6000000

• The more marbles I pull out the more reliable the
answer, at the cost of time and money
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Marbles in a bag – Solution 2

• Pull out every marble and record the colour
– Exact answer
– Very time consuming and expensive
– Impractical to repeat

• What if the marbles are either small, medium or large
• What is the marbles are made of wood, glass or metal
• etc …

• What would happen if all the red marbles were
removed from the bag before we started?
– Our answer would be very wrong

About health records

• Across the whole of our population we each have
a health care record
– Compare with knowing about each marble in the bag

• Our health records already record detailed
information about us

– Compare with knowing the colour, size, material of
the marbles in the bag

• Removing access to records is like removing
marbles from the bag before we start counting

Where does evidence come from?
Solution 1
By undertaking highly
controlled clinical trials, casecontrol studies or prospective
studies.

Solution 2
By analysing healthcare data
collected throughout standard
clinical practice

PROs – informed consent, high
quality data, best evidence

PROs – large numbers, timely,
broad, already exists

CONs – does not generalise,
slow, expensive, narrow scope

CONs – not consented, low
data quality, potential for
confounding
Rofecoxib, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rofecoxib&oldid=691615884

The use of health records

1. Five questions we ask about care

• Must not exploit the population

2. What is evidence?

• Must be open and transparent

3. What is good evidence?

• Must be for the public good

4. How to respond to the charge
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1. Should the NHS body be allowed to create
these records about you and other patients?

• Yes – the evidence to improve healthcare
already exists
• Yes – it is in the public interest

• Yes – it should be done for the entire
population to ensure the maximum benefit is
gained

2. Given your answer to question 1, who should
be allowed to access and extract data from the
records created?
• Is it in the public interest?
• Does it benefit the population?
• Does it improve health care by answering:
– Is it safe?
– Does it work?
– Is it value for money?
– Is it acceptable?
– Is it fair?
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